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Abstract. Automotive tires have played an important role in land-based transportation and will probably continue to do so for many years to come. During their service lifetime, parts of the outer protector layer are worn off and discarded into the environment. A typical passenger car emits about 120 micrograms of rubber per meter but the exact current value depends on a multitude of influencing factors and varies greatly. We review available data on the wear rate (or inverse expected lifetime) of automotive rubber tires and extract qualitative estimations on how the most important parameters alter the deposition rate on a given road section. Local hot spots of increased tire wear particle occurrence can be identified from these parameters. It is concluded that generally subjecting tires to milder usage conditions can reduce tire wear by substantial amounts. Reducing vehicle speeds is identified as the most effective general measure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transportation on land has relied on the use of rubber tires for many years. Being the component of the vehicle that is actually in contact with the ground, the tires support the vehicle weight and transfer loads such as lateral or horizontal accelerations. The number of passenger cars in the world was 1.02 billion in 2016 and is expected to reach 1.3 billion by 2024 [1].

In recent years, the focus of scientific research has shifted away from the emission directly related to the internal combustion. Instead, the so called non-exhaust-emissions have gained increasing attention [2-6]. This shift of focus is sensible because with increasing electrification of traffic, these emissions will remain relevant [7].

Part of the non-exhaust-emissions is the particles generated from the wear of the tires and the road. Because of their comparably large size, most of the particles emitted are not
airborne. Instead, the particles are transported to the side of the road where they enter the soil or they are washed away with rain, either entering surface waters or going to waste water treatment, depending on the sewage water system [8, 9]. Thus, one possible approach to reducing the emission of wear particles from tires is to devise local collection systems in the sewage drains using filters that can be cleaned at regular intervals. However, some knowledge about the local emission rate from traffic is required.

Average emission rates are often obtained when testing the product life span of tires. Such test can be found in academic context as well as in consumer magazines. However, most such tests provide an emission rate for a specific vehicle and a specific tire, averaged over a given course. Momentary emission rate \( W \) (expressed in \( \mu g/m \)) of that tire during the course is likely to vary far more than different tires vary over the same course. We are instead interested in obtaining the deposition rate at a specific road section, averaged over an ensemble of vehicles that have passed this section.

The following review paper aims at giving qualitative dependencies that allow comparing the amount of emitted tire wear particles between different road sections. We define deposition rate \( D \) in \( \mu g/(m\cdot d) \) as the mass of tread material that all passing vehicles have lost during one day per meter road length.

The following approach will be taken. As a base comparable value, we will compile available data on the dependency of the momentary wear rate of a passenger car from literature. This data can be taken from dedicated test drives, laboratory test benches or will be deduced from rough calculations of the vehicle forces. For vehicles other than passenger cars, it will be assumed that the qualitative dependencies on properties of the road section will remain the same and the wear rate will only differ by a constant factor. This approach deliberately excludes many influencing factors that alter the wear rate of any specific vehicle, some of which are discussed in Section 3.5.

2. PARTICLES OF TIRE WEAR

Tread rubber of tires is emitted in the form of elongated particles. In real life, these particles do not consist of pure tread material but are instead a mixture including wear particles from the road and possibly from other sources. Therefore, the particles found on roadsides are usually referred to as Tire and Road Wear particles (TRWP) and contain a multitude of materials stemming from other traffic-related or environmental sources [10]. The identification of particles as being TRWP is not trivial and still subject of current research [11, 12]. Different chemical markers and procedures have been applied [13]. Recently a standard was given to measure TWRP concentrations based on the Pyrolysis-GC/MS method [14].

Most studies agree that only 0.55…10\% [12] of particle mass is below 10 \( \mu m \). Instead the characteristic size is in the order of 65-80 \( \mu m \) [15, 16] and does not get airborne [17, 18]. Fig. 1 shows typical particles. See [19] for a recent review on TRWP research. Because the aim of this study is to give only quantitative relations, we will focus solely on wear rate \( W \) defined as the amount of tread material removed from the vehicle per unit road length travelled. The resulting amount of TRWP will be higher because of additional material encrusted.
3. Wear Rates of Automotive Tires

The wear rate of an automotive tire is the amount of mass lost ($\Delta m$) per distance covered ($d$) and is given in [$\mu g/m$].

$$W = \frac{\Delta m}{d}. \quad (1)$$

During its service life, a typical modern tire of the passenger car loses around $\Delta m=1.4$ kg of mass within approximately $d=50000$ km. The typical overall wear rate of the passenger car (with 4 tires) is, therefore, approximately $112 \mu g/m$. See [6, 9] for an extensive discussion of this average value.

However, wear rate $W$ of a tire is a momentary quantity for a specific tire or vehicle in a specific driving situation and varies greatly over time. Because no measurement technology is available to capture the wear rate directly on the vehicle during operation, researchers rely on measuring the remaining mass of the tire after a certain operational duration. Depending on the influencing factor in question, the following tests can be performed:

- **Vehicle tests** use actual cars driving either on public roads or test facilities. The course covered is recorded and used to calculate $W$ based on distance. This type of test is very useful for distinguishing $W$ for different cars, but data for specific driving situations is rarely available because the cars are usually used in a multitude of manoeuvres before the measurement (averaging) takes place. See [21-23] for examples of such tests.

- **Bench tests** use single tires in a specially designed test machine that emulates driving. The bench test can either be a wheel-in-a-drum [24, 25] or carousel configuration [26]. Often times, the tire load and torque as well as the steering angle can be controlled. See [27, 28] for examples of such tests. The advantage of such tests is that very specific situations of tire loading can be investigated.

- **Model tests** do not use actual tires but employ the test machine with small rubber samples rolling on a rough counterpart surface. These tests are inexpensive; they allow for parameter studies and are often used to compare chemical compositions.
of the tread material. Different machines have been designed to fit special purposes [29, 30] but the most common test rig was developed by Grosch. See [31] for a description of the machine and results.

3.1. Traffic profile

The intensity and type of traffic that circulates on a given road have a direct influence on $D$. It is reasonable to assume that individual emissions from all vehicles will sum up to give the total deposition. The simplest approach is to assume a constant emission rate (such as the above-mentioned 112 micrograms/km) multiplied by the number of vehicles during a day.

When the vehicles are categorized according to their weight, the deposition rate can be calculated as

$$D = \sum n_i W_i,$$

(2)

where $n_i$ is the number of vehicles from category $i$ per day and $W_i$ is the average emission rate for that category. Regrettably, literature on $W_i$ for vehicles other than passenger cars is scarce. Average values of 107 - 1500 micrograms/m per lorry alone are listed [32]. This scattering is in part due to a great variety of vehicle types and their configurations.

In a rare investigation, Gebbe et al. [22] measured the profile depth of tires and calculated the wear rates for a large number of vehicles in Berlin. Fig. 2 shows the average wear rates of vehicles within different ranges of maximum admissible vehicle weight $M$.

Please note that these values should be used carefully because they represent urban traffic. For instance, the wear rate of a city bus can be significantly different from a long-distance coach. If the central value in each category is considered, then the correlation is almost linear. This is consistent with [7, 33, 34]. A rough approximation can be given as

$$W = \frac{M}{3.67 \cdot 10^{10}} \text{ m}.$$

(3)

Equations (3) and (2) can be used to take into account the influence of traffic intensity and its distribution over different categories of vehicles.

![Fig. 2: Experimentally obtained mean values for wear rates of vehicles as a function of the maximum admissible weight. Data taken from Gebbe et al. [22]](image-url)
3.2. Influence of characteristic vehicle manoeuvres

**Lengthwise load**

When driving on straight roads, the car tires must overcome the resistive force directed backwards. \( F_{\text{resid}} \) consists of multiple parts [23] which can be estimated for a given road section based on the likely vehicle operation and as a function of vehicle weight.

The **inertia force** applies to the road sections where vehicles are likely to stop and accelerate (e.g. traffic lights). An average force of

\[
F_{\text{inertia}} = \pm 1.4 \text{ m/s}^2 \cdot M
\]

is a good estimate for normal operation, where \( M \) is the mass of the vehicle. The negative sign represents braking.

The **slope force** applies to inclined roads. Angle \( \alpha \) is positive for uphill driving and the resulting force simply reads

\[
F_{\text{slope}} = 9.81 \text{m/s}^2 \cdot \sin(\alpha) \cdot M
\]

The **rolling resistance** of the passenger car tires increases with speed. For low to medium speeds, it is approximately 1.3\% of the vehicles gravitational force, so

\[
F_{\text{roll}} = 0.13 \text{m/s}^2 \cdot M
\]

is a good estimate [35]. At very high speeds, this value can be more than twice as high. However, the most relevant force at high speeds is the **aerodynamic drag force** of the vehicle, which is given by

\[
F_{\text{drag}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho \cdot c_w \cdot A \cdot v^2.
\]

Here \( \rho = 1.2 \text{kg/m}^3 \) is the density of air, \( c_w = 0.4 \) is the drag coefficient and \( A \) is the face area of the vehicle.

The total resistive force, the sum of the four components, must be transferred by the vehicle’s driven tires. A tire that is unloaded and rolling freely cannot transfer any forces. Only the combination of normal load to the surface and a certain amount of slip enables this. The horizontal slip is defined as difference of the rotational speed of the tire surface and the actual vehicle speed. If an identical unloaded tire B is placed next to the loaded tire A, then slip \( s \) can be calculated from the revolutions per minute (rpm) of the tires

\[
s = \frac{\text{rpm}_B - \text{rpm}_A}{\text{rpm}_A}
\]

The traction (defined as the horizontal force divided by the load) generated by a tire generally depends on the slip as shown in Fig. 3. Normal operation of vehicles takes place in the region of \( s = 1\ldots3\% \), where the relation is linear. The maximum traction is attained for \( s = 15\ldots20\% \).
Fig. 3 Dependency of the tire traction on the slip (reproduced from [35])

At increasing vehicle speeds, the traction is decreased for all values of $s$, as shown with the dotted curves. The same is true for wet surfaces.

For almost all road surfaces at low slip rates, the wear rate is proportional to the square of the transmitted force or the slip respectively [35, 36]. For this reason, the total resistive force should be squared to give a qualitative understanding of the local wear rate

$$W \propto K_{\text{longitudinal}} F_{\text{resist}}^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $K_{\text{longitudinal}}$ (unit $\mu g \cdot m^{-1} \cdot N^{-2}$) is a constant factor. Table 1 lists the characteristic sum of forces squared for different road sections for a passenger car weighing $M=1400$ kg and having face area $A=2$ m$^2$.

**Table 1** Values of the resistive force squared for selected road scenarios in kN$^2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Values (kN$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat German motorway at 190 km/h</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat German motorway at 100 km/h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight road, 3% slope, downhill at 80 km/h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight road, 3% slope, uphill at 80 km/h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat road, acceleration at traffic light</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat inner-city road at 50 km/h</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The greatest wear rate is thus to be expected in the short sections where vehicles must come to a stop. Considerable values are also to be expected on motorways with very high speeds. The latter case is due to the fact that the drag resistance effectively includes the vehicle speed with power four.

Please note: you may find a significantly weaker dependency on the rolling speed in some studies [37], but these do not consider the increased drag resistive force. Some studies also report a negative correlation between mean trip speed and tire wear rate, meaning that slower driving cars experience more tire wear than faster driving cars [6, 38, 39]. In all cases known to the authors, this is due to the hidden variable of driving in an urban environment (slow but more cornering and acceleration) vs. driving long distance trips.
**Lateral load**

Similar to the lengthwise direction, a rolling tire cannot transfer lateral forces without experiencing a certain amount of slip. This is realized by imposing a certain slip angle defined as the angle between the direction in which the tire is pointing and the direction in which it is actually travelling. The slip angle in normal driving situations is $\beta=-3^\circ \ldots 3^\circ$. For a turning manoeuvre at speed $v$ and radius or curvature $R$, centripetal force $F_{\text{cent}}$ reads

$$F_{\text{cent}} = M \frac{v^2}{R}. \quad (10)$$

In addition to the centripetal force, there is the force related to the cross slope of the road, $F_{cs}$. Let $\alpha$ be the angle of the cross slope (positive for banked turn)

$$F_{cs} = 9.81 \text{m/s}^2 \cdot \sin(\alpha) \cdot M. \quad (11)$$

The total lateral force to be carried by the tires reads

$$F_{\text{lateral}} = F_{\text{cent}} - F_{cs}. \quad (12)$$

The dependency between $\beta$ and $F_{\text{lateral}}$ is nonlinear [35, 40, 41]. Determining experimentally the wear rate as a function of $\beta$ or $F_{\text{lateral}}$ for a real tire is not trivial because great care must be taken not to overstress it thermally. For instance, Lupker et al. [42] had to discard multiple truck tires that were subjected permanently to $\beta=0.2^\circ$, because these would wear intensively and in an unrealistic fashion. For the influence on wear rate $W$, [36] reports a quadratic dependency similar to Eq. (9): 

$$W \propto K_{\text{lateral}} F_{\text{lateral}}^2 \quad (13)$$

This is consistent with [40] and with the nonlinear dependency found in [43] against abrasive paper. Veith [44] adds that despite of the similar dependency, lateral forces lead to a significantly higher wear rates, translating into $K_{\text{lateral}} \approx 7 K_{\text{lengthwise}}$. Table 2 lists some values for the square of the centripetal force in different road sections. In contrast to Table 1, these values are closer to each other, which is not surprising. Drivers tend to choose their cornering speeds so that the centripetal acceleration is at an acceptable level for both driver and vehicle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Values of the centripetal force squared for selected road scenarios in kN²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motorway curve at 150 km/h, R=900 m</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-ramp of motorway at 50km/h, R=60 m</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country road curve at 100 km/h, R=150</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner-city cornering at 15 km/h, R=5 m</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The values obtained for lateral load are all much higher than those for lengthwise load. It can be concluded that most of the tire wear happens during cornering and that cornering section of roads are most likely to accumulate high quantities of tire wear particles. This is in agreement with [36] and with the bench test results of [38] where simulated city driving accounted for 63% of the tire wear, although it accounted for only 5% of the distance driven, the rest being a motorway scenario.

3.3. Influence of road surface

The road surface and in particular its texture influence the wear rate. In an extreme case, [21] reports W to increase by more 10 times on the German Nürburgring course compared to concrete/asphalt roads at the same speed.

Most of European and American road surfaces consist of open asphalt. It has 15-25% hollow space which can retain wear particles [9]. Asphalt roads with varying density were tested in [26, 45] and it was found that lower-density asphalt had a higher wear rate. Authors assume this was due to the well maintained microstructure of this type. Asphalt roads are also found to have higher rolling resistance [23] and higher wear rate than concrete roads [46]. Because asphalt is an aggregate of particles with a bitumen binder, a distinction between the macro texture (size, distribution and geometrical configuration of particles) and the micro texture (of the individual particles) can be made. With the wearing away of the bitumen binder and the resulting increase of surface voids, the macro texture tends to increase over time. In contrast, the micro texture tends to diminish due to polishing [36]. In an extensive test using a series of test pavements, Lowne [47] showed that the roughness of the micro texture is the main driver to increased wear of a road surface, while the macro texture has minor influence.

3.4. Seasonal changes

Multiple studies investigate the influence of seasonal changes on vehicle wear rates but conclusions vary.

During the summer months, roads tend to have smaller micro texture and friction due to polishing compared to winter [36], which is generally associated with increased wear. Indeed, Le Maitre et al. [33] report a 1.6 to 1.7-fold increase in wear rates during the winter season.

In contrast, it is found that wear rates increase by 1...4% per °C increase in temperature [37, 48]. This appears to be confirmed by investigations from [21], where an increase of tire lifespan by 31% for passenger cars and 9% for commercial vehicles during the winter season was found.

3.5. Other factors

Because this study focuses on the amount wear deposited at any given road section, averaged over total traffic, influences on wear rate W that are vehicle-specific were not considered in detail. However, they may have great impact. Some of the main factors include

- exact brand/model: ~4 fold difference in W [28]
- tire geometry: wider tires have slightly lower W [33]
- tire age: new tires have ~10% higher W [49]
• balancing of wheels: imbalances cause increase in \( W [21] \)
• tire pressure: lower pressure increases \( W [21, 34, 37] \)
• temper of driver: 6.2 fold in \( W \) between drivers on the same course [33], or 1.4 fold within the same convoy [21]

As a consequence, even identical vehicles with identical tires may have different average wear rates. In the study of Gebbe [22], authors identified 4 recurring passenger cars and 3 commercial vehicles with up to 20 units each and compared their wear rate. The ratio between minimum and maximum \( W \) was typically 1.3 – 2 with the exception of Fiat Cinquecento vehicles at 3.7. Standard deviations were not given.

Studded tires are known to have greatly increased wear rates in the tire and the road [15]. They are excluded from this study. Because modern cars are equipped with power-assisted steering, it is common for drivers to steer the wheels when the vehicle is stationary, e.g. during inner-city parking manoeuvres. It is expected that these rare operations are particularly harmful to the tire but are excluded from this study.

Other limitations apply. The combination of different loading and varying surface topography and/or seasonal changes is not strictly linear. For instance, some road surfaces are known to alter the exponent in the force-vs.-wear equation (13) from 2 to 3 or higher values. Indeed, different approaches to give an overall severity rating exist [44, 50].

Due to the lack of available data for vehicles other than passenger cars, a constant factor can be used to characterize those. Even for passenger cars and their typical tires, reliable experimental data for specific loading is sparse. More experimental data on test benches is required that reproduces acceleration and cornering manoeuvres but does so with pausing intervals as not to overstress the tire thermally.

4. DISCUSSION

The main influencing factors on the estimated amount of tire wear deposition at any given road section have been reviewed. For an average passenger car, the rough dependencies are given in the corresponding sections and can be used in order to compare two otherwise identical road sections qualitatively. It is found that by far the greatest emission is to be expected at road section where changes of direction happen. Assuming that a particular term is most prominent in every case where an increased wear is observed, one can identify the most dominating quantities.

In curves without cross slope, measure \( v^2 R^2 \) (Eqs. (10) and (13)) is the most dominating quantity on a one-vehicle-basis. Here, wear can be reduced greatly by reducing local vehicle speeds because of the power four in the velocity dependence. For instance, lowering the allowed speed from 50 km/h to 30 km/h in a curve is expected to reduce tire wear emission down to \((3/5)^4 =13\%\) ! Another means is adding a suited cross slope to counteract the centripetal force.

At straight road sections, increased wear is only expected at stops or where vehicles travel at very high speeds. In the latter case, the speed again enters the amount of wear in power four (Eqs. (7) and (9)); therefore, a motorway speed limit can be an effective measure.

We conclude that road sections can differ in their expected deposition rate by orders of magnitude. Besides the obvious aspect of low vs. intense traffic, the surface type, the typical vehicle speed and the radius of curvature have a great influence. The relations
given in the paper can be used to identify so called “hot spots” of elevated emission exposure for local counter-measures.
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